
WGCX 40K FAQ and Rulings 

 

In addition to the current GW FAQs and ITC FAQ, the following rulings are in effect for all WGCX 40K 
events: They are presented as question and answers where appropriate, or as statements otherwise. 

 

1. The Guiding Light – Look, I didn’t want to have to write this thing, but some of you out there are 
desperately attempting to get into the Tryhard Hall of Fame, so here we are. If a ruling isn’t 
spelled out here, before you attempt to do something, ask yourself this question: “Is what I 
want to do something a Tryhard would try hard to try?” If the answer is, “Yes,” then you know 
the ruling is going to be, “No.” 

2. Can I make an Ogryn Bodyguard my Warlord and/or give him a Warlord Trait? My digital copy of 
the Codex doesn’t have the second sentence that the printed Codex does prohibiting it. 
ANSWER: No, you cannot. The GW Astra Militarum FAQ clearly states, “Page 102 – Ogryn 
Bodyguard, Bodyguard Change the first sentence to read:” It does not modify or delete the 
second sentence, which states, “In addition, this model may not be selected as your Warlord, 
and may not be given a Warlord Trait.” 

3. Can I use the Stooping Dive stratagem to charge a unit that just charged a unit of Vertus 
Praetors or Shield-Captain on Dawneagle Jetbike? ANSWER: No. We could go in to why the 
timing of it doesn’t work (the unit that was charged is within 1” of an enemy unit) but some of 
you will argue “but it says ‘beginning of the charge phase…’” We could go round and round 
about it, but we’re not. Stop it. 

4. What about using Stooping Dive to bounce out of an existing Combat and charge another unit? 
ANSWER: No. Did you really think it was going to be any different? 

5. Can a Ynarri psyker use a Soulburst action to cast Smite a second time in the same Psychic 
Phase? ANSWER: No. 

6. Hey I really love those cool FLG buildings you guys have for terrain! I can put my Infantry guys in 
the bottom floor and they’re immune to all shooting that requires LOS and all assaults except 
from other Infantry units. It’s like a Fortification I’d normally have to pay hundreds of points and 
take a detachment to have! ANSWER: Yeah…no. Those terrain pieces are just that, terrain. They 
aren’t magic forts that you can hide in and effectively be off the board. So here’s the deal: those 
buildings with 4 walls and a roof are there to block LOS. You can move over and around them – 
you can even get on the roof and get a cover save – but you can’t put units inside them. So – 
Around? Yes. On? Yes. Inside? No. 

7. Woohoo! It’s the end of my opponent’s Charge phase and I have a character model halfway 
across the board. I can make a Heroic Intervention and get 3 free inches of movement! 
ANSWER: Okay, look, yeah, by RAW you’re probably right. But I promise you that’s not what was 
intended. So while I hate to go all RAI on you, that’s what I have to do to combat the Tryhards 
out there doing Tryhard Things that make my eye twitch. A Heroic Intervention must end with 
your character within 1” of an enemy model/unit (and therefore engaged in Combat with them). 
They say there’s no such thing as a free lunch – well, there’s no such thing as a free move, 
either. 



8. Can I use the Craftworlds Phantasm stratagem to remove a unit from the battlefield and place 
them in the Webway, like with the Webway Strike strategem? ANSWER: No. Webway Strike is a 
separate and distinct “deployment” option only available (1) during Deployment, and (2) by 
using the Webway Strike stratagem. 


